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2021 Recap
2021 entered with a mix of hope and mourning, and this
mood penetrated our food experiences. We spent the 2020
holiday season in eerie solitude away from gathering around
big family tables, and then we dined al fresco in the frigid
winter months on makeshift outdoor patios at restaurants
wearing hats and gloves and sitting in yurts, igloos and popup domes. This, of course, gave way to 2021’s summer of
freedom as we flocked outdoors and once again enjoyed
cookouts - albeit six feet apart. We grieved our favorite
neighborhood restaurants that didn’t make it through the
pandemic, and as a society, have been learning how to
reconnect in live environments after sustained isolation. The
Internet, despite its woes and shortcomings, fed us in 2021.
Online we shared about pantry meals and comfort food as
people looked for easy at-home cooking inspiration and
nostalgia. The TikTok folded tortilla hack and baked feta
pasta went viral. Everyone was cooking - even Paris Hilton!
Gordon Ramsey started making vegan meals and Epicurious
said no more beef recipes.
As we turn the corner into 2022, we can reflect on how
these dynamics will continue to take shape and look ahead
to what will nourish us.
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2022 Food Industry Summary
Cooking fatigue from the pandemic combined with the trend for snacking as meal replacement will continue to make
snacks ever more popular in American life.
•
•
•
•
•

A growing consciousness around ingredients and nutrition is shifting diet trends.
Plant-based snacking will continue to rise, driven by strong, growing interest among 18-24 year olds and women.
Online food sharing will continue to be a primary tool for social food experiences.
The reopening of social activities and lifting of the U.S. travel ban is expected to reinvigorate interest in snacks that are
convenient and portable and give healthy shelf-stable products a boost.
Supply chain challenges will continue to persist making manufacturers fine tune their offering and procurement
practices to manage operational pressures, and small producers will continue to lead in innovation.
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Digital Food to Remain a Primary
Force for Social Engagement
Food will continue to be a cultural phenomenon. For
decades, Americans socialized over and around food
primarily through dining out and entertaining. As the
pandemic disrupted these well-established habits, it
paved the way for greater social engagement through
food online. In the U.S., food and drink was most highly
talked about topic online comprising 35% of content.
This figure beats out conversations about movies, music,
vacation and travel, technology, sports, games, societal
topics, beauty and personal care, and fashion. We
expect Americans to retain this behavior even as
opportunities to gather in-person continue to reemerge.
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The Rise of the Snack
Cooking fatigue from the pandemic combined with the trend for snacking as meal replacement will continue to make
snacks ever more popular in American life.
• The snack market is the largest segment of the food market in the world valued at $1.2 trillion in 2020, and it is
expected to grow 27% between 2019 and 2025. The U.S. snack market is the largest out of any country worldwide,
valued at $109 billion in 2020.
• According to WGB, research from Technomic showed that in 2018, 44% of consumers replaced at least one meal
with a snack; 43% had three meals with a few snacks in between; and 8% had three meals with many snacks in
between. Younger generations have made snacking a norm with more than half of those aged 18-34 eating snacks
as meal replacement.
• The ongoing plant-based trend will continue to penetrate snacking preferences. According to public opinion and
data company YouGov, in 2020, 17% of Americans indicated that they planned to eat less meat and 58% of
consumers indicated that they planned to increase fruit and vegetable consumption through snacking.
• While Millennials popularized snacking as meal replacement generally speaking, Gen Z is leading the way with
plant-based snacking. Vegan and vegetarian snacks have the highest interest among 18-24 year olds (21% and
28% respectively). Furthermore, in 2020, Millennial and Gen Z women were more likely to follow a vegetarian,
vegan, and pescatarian diet than men the same age.
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Convenience and Portability
in Focus
The reopening of social activities and hospitality make
“on-the-go” once again a key snack attribute. With the
U.S. ending its 19-month pandemic travel ban, travel
bookings have been skyrocketing, which is expected to
make convenience and portability once again a top
priority for consumers.
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Mindfulness Matters
One positive aspect of the pandemic is that 43% percent of Americans indicated that they are eating much or somewhat
healthier. There is a growing consciousness around ingredients and nutrition and 67% of Americans are looking for ways
to limit sugar. In fact, 63% of 33-45 year olds indicated that the nutritional benefits of snacks was most important to them.
In recent years, weight-loss trends like the ketogenic diet have become popularized, however, we expect that over the
coming 1-2 years, mindful and intuitive eating will continue to gain traction over tracking macros and restriction. In 2020,
mindful/intuitive eating was ranked as the 4th most important characteristic for diet changes, which is interesting because
in 2018/2019, this diet mindset was not even showing up in research results and by comparison, its 2020 growth was
nearly double the growth of the ketogenic diet. We believe the cultural prioritization of mental health is driving this trend.
In 2019, Neilson reported that stress was the number one non-dietary reason for changing eating habits, trumping time
savings. We expect this will continue as mental health continues to be more front and center in conversation and
functional foods continue to grow in importance.
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Small Brands for the Win
Small brands and private label drive sales account for
73% of all growth in the U.S. in grocery segment. Small
brands tend to be more nimble and connected to
consumers, making them better able to cater to shifts in
tastes and preferences.
Supply chain issues persist, and we can expect
manufacturers may rationalize their offerings in an effort
to focus operations. Many manufacturers have begun to
change procurement practices from a just-in-time model
to one that prioritizes uninterrupted production.
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About Kim Baker Foods
Kim Baker Foods (www.kimbakerfoods.com) crafts flavorful,
nutritionally designed products and celebrates food that nourishes
people, their communities, and the world around us. Kim Baker Foods
takes a data-driven consumer-centric approach to product
development. Our approach is based on four tenets: Innovation,
Interconnection, Empowerment, and Enjoyment.
Pro-Chi® Protein Crunch and Pro-Chi® Lentil Crunch are available
online nationwide at www.kimbakerfoods.com and Amazon and at
select local retail stores. Shop now and visit us on Instagram and
Facebook at @kimbakerfoods and @prochiplantenergy. #ilovelentils
#feedyourchi

Kim Baker
Founder of Kim Baker Foods
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NEW!
Made with organic, sprouted lentils
6 G Protein | 5-6 G Sugar
Vegan
| Grain-Free
Shop nationwide at www.kimbakerfoods.com
and Amazon
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Disclosures:
Kim Baker Foods 2022 Food Trends Outlook summarizes expectations for the industry based on data analysis including published
research reports, social listening, current events, and propriety industry insights from its customers and suppliers. This report has
been compiled in good faith and does not purport to be comprehensive. The data is deemed to be reliable but has not been
independently verified.
This report is protected under copyright law. No part of this material may be copied, duplicated or distributed in any form
whatsoever without consent from Kim Baker Foods.
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